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NEW AT GYAN PEETHIKA 

 

MESSAGE FROM 

SCHOOL FOUNDER 
Director Mrs. Reena Singh 
For all parents the education of their children is of the 

greatest importance and selecting the right school is not 

an easy task. The benefit of a sound education is the 

greatest gift you can give to your child. It greatly influences 

him in optimizing his potential and will enhance his 

chances of leading a successful life. 

We have in our midst some Alumni who have made a mark 

in their careers. They are doing tremendously well not in 

terms of monetary benefits but in contributing their ideas 

and creativity in the world of science and interior 

designing. 

As per NEP 2020 At Gyan Peethika our effort is made to 

provide a full and interesting curriculum; to prepare your 

child for future education and give them skills and 

enthusiasm to pursue learning for the rest of their lives. 

The school follows integrated Annual curriculum and 

pedagogical plan( ACPP)  

A curriculum develops skills and abilities which prepare 

students for life long/learning faster global citizenship 

leading to attainment of sustainable   

We look forward to sharing this period of your child's life 

with you. 

• a relevant education for a changing India. 

 Demanding yet supportive learning environment. 

• a pupil-centered approach 

 Excellent facilities and the latest education 

technology. 

• Dedicated teaching staff. 

 a cost effective education. 

• an extensive extra-curricular program. 

We hope you will encourage your child to contribute 

to the life of the school and take part in and enjoy the 

many opportunities provided here 
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ABOUT US 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

COME BE A PART OF THIS JOURNEYBY LEARNING WITH US, BY CONTRIBUTING IN THOUGHT AND 

SPIRIT AND BY SHARING YOUR LEARNING EXPERIENCES. 

This search is the beginning of a journey - of 

moving with the strengths of known 

educational principles to the evolution of 

new practices of learning, nurturing and 

sharing 

All children inherently love to learn. Learning for 

children is a discovery of the self and 

a yearning to share that discovery with peers, 

teachers and parents. To help children become 

happy and responsible citizens of the world 

community, schools need to provide much more 

than mere syllabi and examination oriented 

education. 

The need of the hour is to develop a new attitude 

towards the child and to address the myriad 

learning requirements of the child. 

Our vision is to create a school where learning is 

defined by the child's inherent desire to learn, 

inspired by a philosophy of Love, Joy and Faith in the 

child as a learner, and guided by educational 

research and knowledge development. 

Named Gyan Peethika, the vision of the school is to 

create and nurture a learning culture that believes in 

and breathes change through education. 
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OUR TEACHERS 
Teachers are the foundation of a educational process. It is he who marks the success of the policies and programs of 

the school. All the teachers undergo rigorous training and are continuously updated and educated about new 

revelations in child psychology. 

  

OUR TEACHERS 
A workforce of 60 highly professional teachers along with, 10 academic heads and 5 administrators working 

towards providing children the best of education and facilities  

and grooming them into leaders of tomorrow. They are 

hand picked thoroughly and 

groomed well through rigorous trainings. 
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OUR LEARNING PILLARS 
The way a school thinks, the mentors that it keeps, the things and people it gets inspired with becomes THE SCHOOL. 

There are 3 pillars of Gyan Peethika School, We are a hands on learning focused school where children and conscious 

about their environment and value. 

           

EXPERIENTIAL 

LEARNING 

We believe that schools should 

give the children a podium 

where they can create a world 

in which they want to live. This 

helps the children to find a 

purpose for themselves and 

gives them ample 

opportunities 

 to learn and practice what 

they know. 

 

VALUE BASED 

EDUCATION 

The purpose of education is to 

explore self. Values builds a 

person's character, a unique 

belief system through which 

one can navigate through the 

journey of life. We believe 

constructing one's own set of 

value compass is a core part of 

a person's education. 

 

ENVIRONMENTALLY 

CONSCIOUS 

We wish to harness the power 

o our imagination for solving 

the many burning social 

problem: that exist in our 

society today We want our 

children exercise our ability to 

imagine and bring a 

considerable shift ir the way 

we think and approach 

our environment 
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OUR VALUES 
 

 

SERVICE 

Like a ray of light is visible once reflected upon a 

mirror, our aim is to help our children engage with 

the community and reflect upon who they are and 

make themselves visible. This engagement at Gyan 

Peethika comes in the form of actual social problem 

solving, through which we aim to provide service to 

our community. 

 

 

 

FREEDOM 

The reason for any human development is to 

expand human freedom. The enhancement of 

freedom that allow people to lead lives that they 

have a reason to live. Freedom implies not just to do 

something, but the capabilities to make it happen. 

We strive to create an environment that enables 

freedom without license and to help children in 

building their own capabilities. 
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COLLABORATION 

Herbert Spencer quoted the words - Survival of the 

fittest. We believe that the only chance of improving 

our fitness to survive or to succeed even in our 

individual endeavours is through collaboration. We 

do strive to facilitate and build an environment 

where children learn to collaborate and achieve 

their personal goals. 

 

RESPECT 

Respect in accordance with the word respicere 

means ‘to look at’, the ability to see a person as she 

is, to be aware of her unique individuality. We strive 

to respect, to enable every person to grow and 

unfold in her own ways, as she is, for her own sake. 

This in turn builds a lens of respect within our 

children, when they look at the world. 

 

TRUST 

We believe that every child is born well- prepared, 

potential and curious, eager to participate in social 

interaction, establishing relationships, building 

lessons for themselves, as well as the ability to 

adjust to the environment wonderfully. We trust 

that 

they will do well for themselves. 
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Infrastructure
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• Classrooms are spacious and and well ventilated. 

• We have a generously stocked library. 

• The School is set in a 7-acre plot, conveniently 

located near Van Vihar. 

• The school campus comprises several buildings, 

surrounded by landscaped gardens and sports 

facilities. 

• Classes: Nursery to XII (Science &amp; 

Commerce at +2 levels) We have relevant 

number of Classrooms, 

1. Composite Science Lab, 2. Mathematics 

laboratory, 

3. Computer science Laboratory, 4. Physics 

Laboratory 

5. Chemistry Laboratory 

6. Biology laboratories. 

7. Library - Audio Visual room 

8. Examination/Seminar Hall as per CBSE 

guidelines. 
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SUBJECTS OFFERED 

The educational facilities provided in the school are 

properly maintained and new additions keep happening 

1. Streams available in Class XI to XI Science Stream 

Commerce stream 

2. Medium of instruction in the school is English but we 

emphasize on Hindi equally as it is our national language 

3. The curriculum is guided by C.B.S.E. board. 

4. Preschool wing provides ample space to stimulate 

over  

all development of tiny tots. 

 

 

 

SPORTS 

Sports facilities include ample 

grounds / facilities for individual 

and group sports, including 

football, volleyball, basketball and 

kho-kho. Sports offered at the 

school include Khokho Kabbadi, 

Cricket, football, volleyball, 

basketball. 

 

 

 

OUTREACH 

The Social outreach club organizes 

programs to make children 

sensitive towards the society they 

live in 

 

 

 

 

 

CLUBS 

ARTS CLUB: Painting/Drawing, 

Handicraft,Clay 

Work,Tailoring/Embroidery 

SCIENCE CLUB 

PERFORMING ARTS CLUB 

Music/Vocal/ 

Instruments/Dance/Yoga/Aerobic 

s/Drama 

MATHS CLUB ECO CLUB ROBOTICS 

CLUB 

ENGLISH CLUB HINDI CLUB  SOCIAL 

OUTREACH CLUB  
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LEARNING LABORATORY 

Cutting edge laboratories so that kids can find their purpose 

Learning laboratories are designed for children to explore themselves. It&#039;s a space for them to 

learn the things they wish to learn, in their own time, as per their preferred way of learning. The pods 

are designed to encourage curiosity, self expression and to respect the diversity among our children. 

The learning pods is a movement towards experiential leaning, where children can live and learn 

through engaging in the real world, learn through their own experiences and discover the world by 

and for themselves. We deeply intend to break free from the convential classroom learning, which 

only caters to the intellect and believes in delivering information to the children and hope to move 

towards the a broader vision of education catering to the holistic needs of the child. 

 

We believe the learning pods will enable every individual to deeply interact with their own worlds, find 

a fulfilling space for themselves and to fully engage with life. 
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MUSIC & DANCE STUDIO 
School realises the importance of Music and Dance for 

the holistic development of the students, and hence 

ample opportunity and exposure is given to the students 

to get a feel of their own potential. The different 

streams where music & dance training is imparted are: 

Indian Classical 

Indian Vocal 

Kathak 

Instrumental Music, Harmonium, Sitar, Tabla, Flute 

TINKER LABORATORY 
We all know kids who when gifted a brand new 

toy car, will break and open up the toy car the 

very next day to satisfy their curiosity about 

how it works. Tinker shed is the space for all 

our kinesthetic learners who love to break and 

create stuff in their own very tangible worlds. 

Here science and maths have practical 

applications and a to do spirit to solve the very 

problems that exist in our society. 

Annual Science Exhibition to nurture a scientific 

temperament we hold a annual science 

exhibition in our school. Children participate on 

national and state levels. 

An annual science talent award of 

Rs. 5000 is given. 

 

 

 

ROBOTICS & AI LABORATORY 
In the current age, Al &amp; Robotics is the 

future and eventually it will become a key skill 

to know like the number sense in the coming 

times. 2021 we are starting with a new lab 

where children can learn coding, programming 

& Al 
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ART STUDIO 
is our emblem of beauty that brings 

hope. Inspired, we children believe that 

children 

speak a 100 languages to express  themselves, 

languages such as drawing, 

painting, pottery, clothing, etc. are spoken and 

made available to learn fluency. Through these 

100 languages we enable children to express 

our that helps us deeper emotions connect with 

our environment, feel reassured and helps to 

rebalance ourselves. Through art we appreciate 

our own environment. Through art we focus on 

what really matters. The school has an art 

department that buzzes with creativity. 

department does more than just teach art, it 

infuses creativity in the young minds and hearts 

here. 

 

 

 

DIGITAL LIBRARY 
Library is our place of ideas. Ideas that make 

our culture, ideas that form an 

individual&#039;s worldview. Hence, our vision 

with the pod is to create a space that provides 

easy and open access to what you need, when 

you need it and how you need it without 

dictating what to do with it. This space enables 

us to promote freedom, equality and service. 

Digital resources helps us enlarge our vision. 
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INFORMATION       01 

 

 

 
 

ADMISSION PROCEDURE 
1. No formal interview / test will be there for 

pre- primary class. Class 1st on wards there will 

be test and interview. 

2. List of selected students will be displayed on 

school notice-board. 

3. For class-1st onwards. Transfer certificate 

duly countersigned by the previous education 

authority is required to be submitted. 

form 

Birth 

4. With admission Aadhar Card, Certificate, 

Transfer Certificate, Mark Sheet of last class will 

be duly attached with parents and students 

photograph. 

5. Fee will not be taken through cheque, only 

debit cards are accepted, no cash payment. 

 

BUS CARD 
Bus card is mandatory to board the bus. All 

students using bus facility have to get their ID 

Cards and bus card to board the bus 

 

ID CARD 
The school issues ID card on admission being 

done. Admit card is given to classes 6upwards 

to give the exams. Books and Uniform are 

available on preorder forms. 
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FORMATION        02
 

 
 

 
 

 

 

 

UNIFORM 
Boys: Sky Blue, Shirt, and Beige pant. Black 

shoes and beige socks. Tie, belt. 

On sports days: sports uniform, white socks and 

white shoes. 

Girls: Sky Blue shirt and Beige skirt with tie and 

belt. From Nursery To VIII from IX to XII sky blue 

Kameez 

and Beige Salwar with beige colored vest. 

Winter Blue sweaters, blazers, caps 

 

RULES OF WITHDRAWAL 
1. TC and Marksheets are given when all dues 

are cleared. 

2. No admission fee will be refunded in case of 

canceled admission. 

3. It takes 7 days to make the TC after 

application 

 

PARENTS TEACHER MEETING 
Parents Teachers Meeting is held periodically, 

typically after every unit test and exams, if the 

parent is travelling on the proposed dates they 

can request for a whatsapp videocall for taking 

ward progress. 
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SR. SEC. SCHOOL CURRICULUM 
Shaping Leaders 

_______________________________________________________________________________________________________________

Equipped with a strong foundation, a carefully nurtured tree can finally yield the best fruits. 

Senior school allows our students the opportunity to grow into confident global citizens, while 

they pursue their dreams through academic and co-curricular achievements. 

At GPS Ballia, we believe in education beyond academic knowledge. Learning is a journey of self 

discovery, towards the realization of individual abilities and passions. DPS Gaya gives students 

the opportunity to explore a wide variety of choices towards discovering who they want to be. 

Students participate in various exchange programs and in in-house events like Competency –

based learning, problem solving and enquiry based learning, 21st Century Skills and Hands on 

Activities. Regular vocational guidance and counseling is provided at schools to help students 

decide their future careers. We work very closely with parents. Parents interact with teachers and 

are personally involved in the development of their child. 

GPS Ballia provides a warm and comforting environment where students are able to ease in to the 

rigors of serious academic competition. Our teachers provide a strong support system and years 

of encouraging experience. In these formative years, students develop their own unique identity, 

their sense of confidence and leadership qualities as they prepare to enter a global world.

http://www.gyanpeethika/
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SECONDARY         The  

SCHOOL         Curriculum 
Academic & Emotional Development

________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

Our curriculum has been structured to 

ensure that knowledge is imparted through a 

combination of resources and techniques, 

thus making the learning process exciting 

and easy to comprehend. Classroom teaching, 

multi-media workshops, AI and Robotics 

classes, co-curricular activities and 

excursions help children gain insight and 

knowledge at various levels. 

The contours of knowledge know no bounds. 

GPS Ballia endorses this belief and gives each 

student rigorous exposure to group activities, 

seminars, visual learning and project works. 

Students are Focused towards the precisely  

structured chapters as per curricular Goals 

and Competencies. The teaching process at 

GPS Ballia helps to garner and harness the 

varying potential within each student. The 

aim is to promote and intensify performance 

and encourage students to be fore-runners in 

all fields. 
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 Balvatika           The 

Junior Wing         Curriculum 

__________________________________________________________ 

                                          
Gyan Peethika School ,Balvatika Junior Wings ,Located in the Lush Green environment Gyan 

Peethika Junior Wings has established itself as a centre of excellence due to its strong value 

system. The highly competent teachers create a propitious learning aligned to the intellectual 

development of every child. Their unwavering commitment to confront challenges insinuates 

to their ingrained passion for teaching.The teaching learning process of Gyan peethika Junior 

Wings accords a NEP Balvatika to playful activities both indoor and outdoor, which in turn 

orchestrate the holistic development of students in both scholastic and co-scholastic domains. 

The students are encouraged to explore their innate potential  

through proper guidance. Balvatika accord a greater expediency to bolster the partnership 

between the parent, the teacher and the environment for the holistic growth of a child. 
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PRIMARY         The 

SCHOOL         Curriculum 

__________________________________________________________ 
Our Nursery Programme is designed to 
provide the foundation for future academic 
,social and emotional wellbeing of every child 
.To create a learning environment that 
accommodates all individual learners 
providing them with opportunities to 
maximize their inherent potential .Our 
programme is based on providing animation 
and vedio lessons along with interactive 
classes .Hand on activities ,art integration 
along with domains of holistic development . 

 
Our ultimate and cherished dream is to 
capture the latest and most innovative 
learning and teaching techniques and to 
introduce them successfullyin India and 
across the world .The Plus in the 
extraordinary value to teaching 
methodologies making Gyan Peethika the 
leading school in learning environment for 
primary education.
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ADMISSION PROCESS. 
__________________________________________________________ 

 
 
After the Observation /Interaction Assessment ,list of all successful candidates will be displayed 
on the school. The parents of successful candidates will be required to contact the school office for 
the completion of admission formalities by depositing the required fee and other charges along 
with the necessary document . 
 
 
OBSERVATION –CUM INTERATCTION FOR CLASSES PRE-NURESRY ,NURSERY, 
PREPARATORY,CLASS I AND CLASS II 
 
 
Admissions to classes Pre-Nursery , Nursery , Preparatory ,Class 1 and Class 2 will be granted on 
the basis of the Observation-cum-Interaction .Presence of the parents ,during this period is 
mandatory.  
Parents will have to bring both the copies of the Admit Card on the date and time mentioned on 
the cards when they come for the Observation –cum-Interatction . The Admit Card will have to be 
handed over to the Teacher In –charge for Observation –cum-Interaction and the Parent’s copy 
will be retained by the parents to collect their ward after the Observation Session.  
 
 
ASSESMENT AND INTERACTION SESSION FOR CLASS III TO CLASS IX 
 
 
Class III onwards ,an assessment will be conducted which will be followed by an interactive 
Session .Parents must be present in the school on the designated day. 
Before the commencement of the assessment ,parents must hand over the students’s copy of the 
Admit Card to the Session –In –Charge . 
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To implement of  a curriculum for 
intellectual, mental,physical, Emotional 
and spiritual progress for achieving 
ambidextrous development 
___________________________________________________ 

   OUR  
UNIQUE PADAGOGY 
 

 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

         

 

 

OUR 
STRENGTH 

PERSONAL 
ATTENTION

SAFE CAMPUS

BEST IN CLASS 
INFRASTRUCTURE

HOLISTIC 
DEVELOPMENT

HOLISTIC DEVELOPMENT 

Each child is unique and special and keeping it 

in mind an efficient and effective education 

system is incorporated that can provide 

holistic development to all  the children. 

PERSONAL ATTENTION 

Each Students overall progress is closely 

monitored and it is ensure that each child 

inculcates the skills and confidence to 

successfully face all the learning as well as the 

challenges of life. 

SAFE CAMPUS 

We have a well – equipped CCTV monitored 

safe and green campus. Entire campus is 

environment friendly with 100% of varieties of 

flora spread all across the campus. 

BEST- IN -CLASS INFRASTRUCTURE  

We have state-of- the-art infrastructure that 

aids in the smooth and efficient dissemination 

of learning in the most student conducive 

manner. 

http://www.gyanpeethika/
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ADMISSION PROCESS. 
The eligibility criterion for various classes is based on the age of the child. For the next academic 

year applicant&#039;s age as on 31st March 2024, as recorded in the birth certificate will 

determine the eligibility admission to a particular class. 

Recommended Age Criteria for Admission in the Primary Classes are as follows: 

1 Pre –Nursery 3yrs.-4yrs 01.04.2020-31.03.2021 

2 Nursery 4yrs.-5yrs 01.04.2019-31.03.2020 

3 Preparatory 5yrs.-6yrs 01.04.2018-31.03.2019 

4 Class I 6yrs.-7yrs 01.04.2017-31.03.2018 

5 Class II 7yrs.-8yrs 01.04.2016-31.03.2017 

 

 

Together we will  

achieve new heights! 

___________________________ 
Teachers and Parents must work in tandem 

for the growth and development of a child. 

They need to create an environment that 

builds a child’s intellectual, emotional and 

physical well-being. Though a teacher can 

weave a magic in child’s life, parents are 

equally responsible for magnifying their 

growth and development. Working as a team 

and understanding the importance of 

teamwork, works wonders for a child’s 

future. 
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FEE STRUCTURE 

2024-25 

S.NO.   FEE BREAK-UP  FREQUENCY  PAYABLE  AMOUNT (Rs.) 

Registration and Processing charges 

________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 
1. Registration     One time  At the time of purchase   

and Processing Fee     300/-   of Registration form 

_____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

AT THE TIME OF ADMISSION 

1 Nursery –UKG 

yearly 

1500/- ONE TIME 

2500/- 

2 I-II 

yearly 

2000/- +1000 

2500/- 

3 III-V 

yearly 

2000/-+1000 

2500 

4 VI-VIII 2500/-+1000+ 

2500 

5 IX-X 3000/-+1000 

3000 

6 XI-XII 4500/- 

3500/- 

 

 

 Payment of Admission Fee is to be made through ECS/crossed cheque/demand draft at the 

School Administrative Office Only. 

 The amount deposited towards registration and admission for a particular year is neither 

refundable nor transferable to any other year. 

 Annual Fee may be revised as per the discretion of the School’s Board of Management. 

 Transport Fee is subjected to change as per the prices of the fuel prevalent at the said time. 
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CO-CURRICULAR       The  

PROGRAMME      Curriculum
Enhancing Skills 

_________________________________________________________________________________________________  
Several skills and qualities that are instrumental to a child’s holistic development are learnt 

outside the classroom. GPS Ballia has a mandatory co-curricular programme that fully supports a 

child’s learning process. The programme has several modules, each of which comprise of several 

activities for different age groups. All students at GPS Ballia pursue different activities under each 

of the modules, based on their interests 

Performing Arts 

This module allows students to discover and 

nurture a creative spirit while learning. 

Involvement in Performing Arts helps 

students to increase academic discipline and 

provides them with a medium for self-

expression. 

Music: Keyboard, Harmonium, Singing, 

Flute 

Dance: Classical Indian, Western 

Creative Interests 

Pursuing hobbies and interests is a great way 

to enhance ones personality and discover 

hidden talents. The diverse mix of activities 

under this module ensures that every child 

finds something that is of interest to him/her. 

Clay Modelling, Drawing, Gardening, 

Origami, Painting, Pottery 

 

Sports and Games 

 

Besides nurturing their athletic talents, this 

module inculcates a spirit of healthy 

competition and team work in students. 

Qualified trainers and coaches monitor the 

progress of every child, to ensure that they 

learn, and excel at a wide range of sports and 

games. 

Outdoor Activities: Athletics, Cricket, 

Football, Volleyball, Basketball, Kho-kho 

Indoor Activities: Badminton, Chess, Table 

Tennis Physical Education: Aerobics, Yoga 

taikendo 
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“Do the right thing!” 

RULES 
. 

 For regular absence of 3 days from the school, 

the student name will be struck off the rolls. 

In case of medical leave or any unavoidable 

case, the application must be submitted with 

authentic proof illness supported by Parent’s 

Application and Medical Certificate as the case 

may be,along with an affidavit verifying the 

reason of her/his absence.  Once the name is 

struck off the rolls unless the student is not 

readmitted, he/She will not be allowed to 

attend the class in any case. 

  Students late for the school will not be 

allowed to enter after the respective school 

timing. 

  A minimum of 75% attendance in the 

class/Lectures held, counted from the day of 

commencing of teaching in the class upto 1st 

date of final examination is necessary for a 

student to appear in the final Examination. 

Failing which the student will not be allowed 

to appear in the final examination. 

 A student is eligible to attend the class only if 

he/she appears in all terminal examination 

and Pre-Board examinations conducted by the 

school. 

  A fine will be charged to the student using the 

school vehicle without informing the 

authority of the school if he/she is not 

enrolled for vehicle. 

  At the time of distribution of report card after 

each terminal examination parents must come 

to school to see the improvement/ declination 

of their ward at the given date and time. 

  Misconduct, misbehavior and indiscipline will 

be the sufficient criteria for termination of the 

students from the school. 
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SPORTS DAY 
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